


In 1861, the year the Brooklyn Academy of Music opened, Brooklyn was 
in the midst of a population explosion. The third largest city in the US, 
Brooklyn had grown to 267,000 people from 15,000 in 1825. It was no 
longer a sleepy suburb of New York. Yet it still did not possess a world-class 
opera house, or even a cultural center where residents from across the city 
could meet in pursuit of aesthetic experiences and community. In the late 
1850s the prominent trader A.A. Low, whose son Seth Low would go on to 
become first mayor of Brooklyn and then mayor of New York City, proclaimed:

 I hold that we often err in thinking and styling our city the third city  
 of the Union. That the city contains a large number of men, women  
 and children we are ready enough to admit; but until it possess  
 larger attractions to men of letters, men of science and culture, to  
 men of intellect, in fact to men of every walk and condition of life  
 … until it possesses these things in as large a measure as some  
 other cities of the country such as Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati and  
 St. Louis and many others, I would be slow, for one, to style our city  
 the third city in the union. 

Dissatisfied with the perception of Brooklyn as a provincial, overgrown 
village, Low and other prominent businessmen soon founded what would 
become the Brooklyn Academy of Music. The building committee hired 
the young but accomplished New York City architect Leopold Eidletz, at 
the time best known for designing “Iranistan,” the eccentric Bridgeport, CT 
mansion of P.T. Barnum. The founders, conservative men and community 
leaders in what was then known as the “City of Churches,” likely responded 
more positively to Eidlitz’s design of St. George’s Church, still standing 
at Stuyvesant Square on East 16th Street. The public took a keen interest 
in the erection of a new Brooklyn landmark, with both Brooklyn and New 
York newspapers regularly reporting on the building’s progress. The day after 
the Academy opened at 176—194 Montague Street in Brooklyn Heights, 
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle triumphed: “There have been financial crashes, 
but the funds were forthcoming, there have been dismal croakers daily 
asserting that the thing was impossible, and were daily refuted by the solid 
brick walls that were rising before them … the croakers and the panics were 
alike unheeded, and the Brooklyn Academy of Music is a practical reality.”  
In the nearly 40 years the Academy inhabited its Montague Street location, 

It is a firmly established fact that in BAM’s 150-year history, America’s oldest 

performing arts center has presented the brightest talents of international theater, 

dance, music, and literature. Yet there is more to BAM than its mainstage 

offerings. Since 1861, BAM has fostered the Brooklyn community by serving as 

a common ground where New Yorkers of all backgrounds have assembled. 

From mounting evening-length spectacles by local amateur opera societies, to

hosting graduation ceremonies for Brooklyn schools, to presenting addresses by 

local and national politicians—BAM has been and continues to be Brooklyn’s 

meeting place.

This exhibition of objects and artifacts culled from the BAM Hamm Archives 

provides a keyhole view into the vast architecture of BAM’s past. Presented in 

two parts, the first part of the exhibition—titled “From Caruso to Cunningham”

—covers the first 100 years of BAM’s existence as Brooklyn’s leading cultural 

center. The second cycle—“Renaissance and Revolution”—focuses on the era 

led by Harvey Lichtenstein, Karen Brooks Hopkins, and Joseph V. Melillo, who 

established BAM as a home for innovators of the performing arts.

The BAM Hamm Archives exhibit is made possible with leadership support from Charles and Irene Hamm and the Leon Levy Foundation.
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Brooklyn—from its inception a civically charged city—continued to change 
radically. During the Civil War, when the United States Sanitary Commission 
was raising funds for soldiers on the battlefield, a committee of Brooklyn 
women raised over $400,000 by hosting a three-week long Sanitary Fair
at the Academy. When the Brooklyn Bridge dramatically opened in 1883, 
several of America’s leaders—including President Chester A. Arthur and
Grover Cleveland, then New York governor—were the first to walk across 
the bridge from New York City. Their first stop in Brooklyn was the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music. And on the stage throughout this period the Academy 
hosted many of the great talents of the 19th century: from Mark Twain to 
Booker T. Washington, Elenore Duse to Frederick Douglass, and Ellen Terry 
to Edwin Booth (who gave his farewell performance at the Academy to a 
crowd that swelled past the doors, spilling onto Montague Street). 

By the 1890s a number of other theaters and music halls had opened 
in Brooklyn, and the Academy refocused its programming by primarily
presenting amateur theater and music performances, most by small 
Brooklyn clubs and societies. During this time the Brooklyn Institute of Arts 
and Sciences (BIAS) joined forces with the Academy—a partnership that 
would last until the 1970s—and the Academy subsumed BIAS’ mission 
to improve the cultural and educational life of Brooklyn through lecture 
series and continuing education courses. For over a decade the Academy 
regularly hosted BIAS’ community strengthening events at its Brooklyn 
Heights location until November 3, 1903, when the Academy burned to 
the ground. The New York Times eulogized its achievements: “In short, 
there has hardly been a great public movement of national import but the 
old Academy has been at one time or another its principal focus.” Even 
while the Academy burned, a real estate company offered $600,000 for 
its plot on Montague Street—nearly three times the total losses from the 
fire—and the Academy’s stock price ironically rose.    

The Committee of One Hundred, composed of wealthy businessmen and 
members of old Brooklyn families, was established to raise $1 million to 
cover the expense of constructing a new Academy of Music. The architec-
tural firm of Herts and Tallant—which in the first part of the 20th century 
was among the most prolific and forward-thinking theater architects in 
New York—was hired to design the new building in fashionable Fort Greene. 
The cornerstone was laid at 30 Lafayette Avenue in 1906 and a series of 
opening events were held in the fall of 1908, culminating in a grand gala 
featuring Geraldine Farrar and Enrico Caruso in Gounod’s Faust. 

From the reopening of the Academy through the Great Depression, the 
Academy’s programming was dominated by BIAS’ educational courses 
and lecture series, which introduced to Brooklyn many leading writers, 
intellectuals, politicians, and other culture workers. As a sort of “open 
university” housed at the Academy, BIAS administered its offerings through 
a roster of self-styled academic departments, including philology, philosophy, 
pedagogy, music, political science, geology, and entomology. BIAS presented
lectures on an almost daily basis, bringing to Brooklyn audiences many 
former and future presidents, such as William H. Taft, Theodore Roosevelt, 
Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Calvin Coolidge. Many other 
public figures graced the Academy’s stages during this period, including
Booker T. Washington, legendary journalist and photographer Jacob Riis, 
Helen Keller and her teacher Anne Sullivan, and world traveler Burton 
Holmes, whose presentations on his travels were some of the most popular 
events at the Academy during the 1920s and 30s. There was also a steady 
stream of literary celebrities, such as H.G. Wells, Sinclair Lewis, Sherwood 
Anderson, Edna St. Vincent Millay, William Butler Yeats, Gertrude Stein, 
and Thomas Mann.

During this period the Academy’s non-BIAS programming presented many 
world-class musicians, among them Sergei Rachmaninoff, Paul Robeson, 
Marian Anderson, and Gustav Mahler, who conducted several of the Met’s 
operatic productions for the Academy in the first few years of its reopening. 
During this time it was not music or theater that dominated the Academy’s 
programming, however. Since there were so many legitimate theater and 
opera houses in Brooklyn and Manhattan, the Academy began to carve a
new niche for itself by presenting modern dance, a newly emerging and
exciting form. In the Academy’s first season in its Lafayette Avenue building, 
Isadora Duncan danced to Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7, with Walter 
Damrosch conducting the New York Symphony Orchestra. Over the coming
decades the Academy would be host to the likes of such luminaries as 
Anna Pavlova, Mikhail Mordkin, Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn, Martha Graham, 
and Merce Cunningham, whose ensemble first danced on the Academy’s 
stage in 1954.

Despite its star performers, however, the Academy languished financially.
In the first of several major interventions that would resuscitate the Academy, 
BIAS bought the Academy outright in 1936. Though the Great Depression 
wreaked havoc on the performing arts, BIAS’ lecture series was robustly 
attended, and a $4 million endowment ensured its institutional health. 
This came at the beginning of a the 20-year leadership of Julius Bloom, 
who fought against what he called the “Brooklyn Prejudice”—the snobbery 
of New Yorkers (including many Brooklynites) who were unwilling to come 
to Fort Greene for their cultural edification. From the Depression through 
World War II and the 1950s, the Academy under Bloom’s leadership 
continued to serve as a locus for Brooklyn community, even as Brooklyn 
changed rapidly. As many historians of Brooklyn have noted, with the 
midcentury decline of industry in Brooklyn—along with the closure of the 
Brooklyn Navy Yard, the shuttering of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle and most of 
Brooklyn’s breweries, and the selling of the Dodgers to Los Angeles—many 
predominantly white middle class families fled for the suburbs, or moved 
to other parts of the country in pursuit of work. Brooklyn, once a stronghold 
of the working class, became a symbol—tinged with racist undertones—
of poverty and urban blight. 

As both the Academy’s attendance and Fort Greene property values 
nosedived, the Academy made ends meet by leasing its ballroom spaces 
to a judo studio and a boys’ private high school, as well as renting out the 
stage to gospel revivals and “muscle shows.” In 1952, when the Academy 
was again on the brink of financial collapse, the city of New York stepped 
in, taking the title to the Brooklyn Academy of Music and leasing it back 
to BIAS for 100 years at $1 a year. In exchange, BIAS had to agree to 
operate the Academy just as it had since 1936—which is precisely what 
it did. It is remarkable that even through several dark decades, in which 
the Academy’s gloom mirrored Brooklyn’s larger gloom, the Academy 
continued to present the best minds and greatest talents of the day. Agnes 
de Mille and Pablo Casals and Paul Taylor all performed to an underfilled 
opera house. The same went for Aldous Huxley, Langston Hughes, Eugene 
O’Neill, Lillian Gish, Igor Stravinsky and Rudolf Nureyev, who gave his 
American debut at the Academy. 

Clearly, something was awry in Brooklyn. Intending on figuring out how 
to revive its audience base, BIAS commissioned a long-term study in 1965 
which concluded, “For the Borough of Brooklyn, there emerges a choice of 
heroic proportions—either a grand design, cost what it may, for physical, 
educational and artistic renewal, or a backward step toward a cultural 
wasteland.” For the Academy specifically, the advice was to “introduce 
innovations and, on occasion, risk an artistic or financial setback. The
alternative is always to play it safe and thus miss some of the most 
exciting experiences.”

Harvey Lichtenstein was appointed director of the Academy in February 
of 1967 as the final version of the study was being published. He set to 
work reenergizing the Academy’s programming by focusing on the work 
of challenging artists who were not being supported elsewhere in the 
city. Early activity included the New York premiere of Alban Berg’s Lulu, 
performed by Sarah Caldwell’s American National Opera Company, Merce 
Cunningham’s Dance Company’s first major New York season, and the 
celebrated return of the Living Theater in 1968 after five years of exile. 
Twyla Tharp, Jerzy Grotowski, and Robert Wilson were also presented in 
the late 60s. The 70s were marked by Peter Brook’s landmark production 
of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the introduction of minimalist composer 
Steve Reich, several visits by the Royal Shakespeare Company, and the 
10-year residency of the Chelsea Theater Company. 

In 1973, the acronym BAM replaced the Brooklyn Academy of Music in 
all of its marketing and promotional materials. The modified name signaled 
a modified approach to programming. As Lichtenstein sought to bring 
the cutting edge of performing arts to Brooklyn, he also sought out new 
programs and partnerships that would appeal to the largely African American 
and Hispanic communities of Brooklyn. In the early 70s, the Jamaican 
National Dance Theatre Company performed, which paved the way for 
the still-popular DanceAfrica. Alvin Ailey and Bill T. Jones began making 
regular appearances, and the Dance Black America festival occurred in 
successive years in the late 70s. The Black Theater Alliance dovetailed 
with the Chelsea Theater’s many African American theater offerings, while 
the Festividad series sought to attract Spanish speaking Hispanic audiences. 
Critic John Rockwell has noted that Lichtenstein was often accused of 
“tokenism” in his Eurocentric programming, but such accusations ignore 
the diversity of programming that has long been a reality at BAM.

Also in 1973, the boys’ prep school that had been leasing the ballroom 
moved out. The room was renovated and renamed the Lepercq Space, 
after BAM chairman Paul Lepercq, who was responsible for first bringing 
French choreographer Maurice Béjart to BAM. The flexible 300-seat 
Lepercq was immediately put to great use by Peter Brook’s International 
Centre for Theatre Research’s three-week residency, in which workshops 
and participatory improvisations were offered to members of the community, 
before culminating in performances of The Conference of the Birds. Today 
the Lepercq is the site of many popular concerts and readings, and houses 
the BAMcafé. 

While by the late 70s BAM was doing fairly well—the first years under 
Lichtenstein’s leadership were shaky financially, though artistically 
exciting—sometimes it takes the unexpected to spur on true innovation. 
On Labor Day morning of 1977, a 30-inch water main broke on Ashland 
Place, sending thousands of gallons of water into BAM. It flooded the 
stages and orchestra seats of the two main theaters—the Carey Playhouse 
and the Opera House. Two boilers were submerged, and a 15,000 gallon 
oil tank was overturned, spilling its contents. Outside, more than 100 feet 
of pavement on Ashland Place caved in. It took hours to get the water 
main shut down and by mid-morning, the water was over 50 feet deep. 
The Chelsea Theater’s store of props were all destroyed, as were BAM’s 
archives—over 100 years of historical documents were lost.

But as with the fire of 1903, BAM turned disaster into an opportunity for 
reinvention. The 1977—78 season opened without a hitch, major 
renovations were made to the Opera House, and by 1981 Lichtenstein 
was focused on programming the Next Wave Series, which featured mainly 
younger, emerging New York artists. An instant hit, BAM expanded it by 
establishing the Next Wave Festival in 1983, which today is recognized as 
the most influential festival of contemporary performing arts in the United 

States. Among the festival’s many highlights are Philip Glass’ and Robert 
Wilson’s Einstein on the Beach in 1984 and 1992 (and to be revived 
again in 2012); the creation of the BAM Majestic Theater (renamed the 
Harvey Lichtenstein Theater in 1999) for Peter Brook’s nine-hour epic 
The Mahabharata in 1987 (the second time a newly renovated space had 
been christened by a Brook production at BAM); multiple appearances 
by Pina Bausch’s Tanztheater Wuppertal, including 2010’s acclaimed 
Vollmond; choreographer William Forsythe’s Ballett Frankfurt; and anni-
versary events celebrating the long-lasting relationship between BAM and 
artists such as Bill T. Jones and Arnie Zane, Steve Reich, Meredith Monk, 
and Merce Cunningham. After nearly 30 years of Next Wave, this remarkable 
list barely scratches the surface of the festival’s offerings.

While under Lichtenstein’s leadership, each Next Wave season brought a 
renewed energy to Fort Greene, attracting performers and audiences alike 
from around the world. In 1999, as the revitalization of many Brooklyn
neighborhoods kicked into high gear, Lichtenstein retired after three decades 
of service to BAM. Karen Brooks Hopkins and Joseph V. Melillo—both of 
whom had worked closely with Lichtenstein for the past 20 years—became 
president and executive producer, respectively. 

Since then, Brooklyn has continued to reinvent itself while BAM’s program-
ming has expanded widely. Some recent spring season highlights include  
Les Arts Florissants/William Christie’s Atys and The Fairy Queen; the Royal 
National Theater’s Othello and Hamlet; Ingmar Bergman’s Maria Stuart; 
and Paul Simon’s month-long residency in 2008, in which he invited many 
artists to perform alongside him in a series of concerts that featured David 
Byrne, Grizzly Bear, The Imperials, and many others. With the opening 
of the four screen BAM Rose Cinemas in 1998, film has become a major 
offering, with BAMcinématek’s daily screenings of repertory classics, select 
new releases, frequent guest speakers, and the annual BAMkids Film 
Festival, a favorite of many Brooklyn families. Other family-oriented events 
include BAMboo—a free Halloween block-party for kids—and an annual 
celebration of Martin Luther King Jr. Day, which features film screenings 
and guest speakers from the local community. While the BAMart program 
exhibits works of internationally recognized artists throughout BAM’s campus, 
the Eat, Drink & Be Literary program continues BAM’s long relationship 
with the literary arts, and has given a platform to major writers such as 
Francine Prose, Russell Banks, Paul Auster, and others.

Over 150 years after the Brooklyn Academy of Music cofounder A.A. Low 
stated that Brooklyn needed a world-class cultural center in order to be 
a world-class city, BAM finds itself at the forefront of Brooklyn’s revitaliza-
tion efforts, helping to promote Brooklyn as an international cultural  
destination. The way BAM has done this is by focusing on the immediate 
community, while expanding beyond the shores of the Atlantic. Two current 
projects bring together the local and the international. The first is the 
opening of the Richard B. Fisher Building at 321 Ashland Place, which 
will include educational programs for families and youth and a flexible 
250-seat theater, which will be dedicated in June 2012. The second 
project is DanceMotion USASM, for which BAM was selected by the United 
States Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs as sole producer of a 
dance-based cultural exchange program that takes cutting-edge American 
dance to venues around the world. It is BAM’s firm belief that by tending 
to our various and diverse communities, we bring the world to Brooklyn 
and Brooklyn to the world.



1823 Augustus Graham and a group of prominent citizens establish an Apprentices’ Library in the village of Brooklyn.

1843 The Apprentices’ Library renews its charter, changing its name to the Brooklyn Institute and vowing to continue its policy of   
 providing education for adults.

1858 The Philharmonic Society of Brooklyn proposes building a cultural center for all of Brooklyn; the leaders of Brooklyn society   
 and business assemble at the Polytechnic Institute and plan for an “academy” of music.

1859 The Brooklyn Academy of Music is incorporated “for the purpose of encouraging and cultivating a taste for music, literature   
 and the arts.” 

1861 Designed by Leopold Eidlitz, the first Academy of Music on Montague Street in Brooklyn Heights is inaugurated on January 15   
          with an elaborate program including Mozart, Donizetti, Verdi, and Friedrich von Flotow; Mercadante’s Il Giuramento, the   
 Academy’s first opera performance, appears one week later with the First Lady, Mary Todd Lincoln, in attendance.

1862 Immense public gathering endorses President Abraham Lincoln’s emancipation policy.

1863 John Wilkes Booth performs in Shakespeare’s Richard III and Charles Selby’s The Marble Heart.

1864 During the Civil War, the Brooklyn and Long Island Sanitary Fair is held to raise money for the US Sanitary Commission,   
 which aided sick and wounded Union soldiers.

1864     Prominent Brooklyn preacher Henry Ward   
              Beecher speaks out against slavery.

1880     D’Oyly Carte Opera Company presents 
              Gilbert & Sullivan’s The Pirates  of Penzance.

1883     Celebration for the opening of the Brooklyn 
              Bridge on May 24 with President Chester A.   
              Arthur and Grover Cleveland, then governor   
              of New York, culminates with a reception at   
              the Academy of Music.

1884    Mark Twain and George W. Cable entertain   
              with readings and storytelling.

1885  Memorial services held for former president 
 Ulysses S. Grant.

1887 The recently established Boston Symphony 
 Orchestra, under the auspices of the Philharmonic  
 Society of Brooklyn, begins an annual residency 
 that will continue for 75 years.

1890 The Brooklyn Institute is reincorporated   
 as the Brooklyn Institute of Arts 
 and Sciences.

1891  Edwin Booth gives his last public 
 appearance on April 4 in the title role 
 of Shakespeare’s Hamlet.

 Booker T. Washington delivers a speech   
 on full emancipation. 
 

1896 Eleonora Duse and her company appear in Camille.

1903 The first Academy of Music burns to the ground on the morning of November 30.

1904 Martin W. Littleton, Brooklyn borough president, names a Citizens’ Committee of 100 with the purpose to build a new 
 Academy of Music.

1904     From 1904 to 1908, Academy of Music concerts, recitals, and lectures take place in substitute Brooklyn locations.  

1905   The site for the new Academy is selected on Lafayette Avenue in Fort Greene; Henry B. Herts and Hugh Tallant are named 
 as architects.

1908   The Academy of Music opens in its new home with a song recital by Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink and an inaugural   
 gala featuring the Metropolitan Opera with Geraldine Farrar and Enrico Caruso in Gounod’s Faust. 

  Isadora Duncan dances three movements from Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 with Walter Damrosch conducting the 
 New York Symphony Orchestra. 

1909 Gustav Mahler conducts the Philharmonic Society of New York. 

1910 Arturo Toscanini conducts the Metropolitan Opera Company in Aida with Emmy Destinn.

    Anna Pavlova makes her Academy debut with dance partner Mikhail Mordkin.

1911 Jacob Riis lectures on “America’s Most Useful Citizen.”

 Ruth St. Denis dances with her all-female company.

1913 Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan discuss their work together in “The Heart and the Hand.”

Opposite, top: Ticket to memorial service for General Ulysses S. Grant, 1885. Courtesy of the Ronald E. Feiner Collection. Opposite, bottom: Program for Edwin Booth’s appearance in 

The Fool’s Revenge, 1878. Courtesy of BAM Hamm Archives Center. Above: Newspaper image of the “Great Fire,” 1903. Courtesy of BAM Hamm Archives Center



1915   Former president William Howard Taft speaks on “Our World Relationships.”

1917 Sarah Bernhardt gives six performances in three days at the age of 73, 
 all despite an amputated leg.  

1919  Sergei Rachmaninoff gives his first recital at the Academy.

1920 Caruso falls ill when he begins to sing in L’Elisir d’Amore on December 20.

  William Butler Yeats delivers an address on “A Theatre of the People.”

1931  Paul Robeson gives a song recital.

1933 Martha Graham performs with her company.

1935 Ted Shawn and His Men Dancers explore shamanistic dance.

1936 The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences merges with the 
 Brooklyn Academy of Music. 

1938  Marian Anderson sings at the Academy.

1939   Thomas Mann, having fled Germany, speaks on “Democracy.”

1940 President Franklin D. Roosevelt appears to packed crowds, with 2,200 seated in the Opera House, 700 jamming the   
 stage, and another 6,000 outside in the street.

1941    The Brooklyn Symphony Orchestra has its 
             inaugural concert, but despite illustrious 
             conductors, such as Sir Thomas Beecham,   
             it does not survive the war.

1948    Pearl Primus and Company dances her   
             experiences of Africa.

1952    Robert E. Blum, president of the Brooklyn 
             Institute of Arts and Sciences, announces 
             the plan to save the Academy of Music               
             by the conveyance of the building to the 
             city of New York at a nominal rent of $1 per 
             year for a term of 100 years.

   Physical deterioration and fundraising 
             challenges necessitate the removal of the  
             cornice at 30 Lafayette Avenue.

    Theater for Dance combines the talents   
             of Merce Cunningham, Jean Erdman,   
             Erick Hawkins, and Donald McKayle.

1954   Agnes de Mille Dance Theatre performs.

1955   The Brooklyn Philharmonia debuts with Siegfried Landau conducting.
   
1956 Pearl Lang and Company performs.

1957 Jazz concert series features musicians such as Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Louis Armstrong, and Count Basie. 

1958   The Brooklyn Opera Company brings repertory opera and local singers to the Opera House.

1960  The Academy begins performing arts programming for young people.

1962 Rudolf Nureyev makes his American debut with the Chicago Opera Ballet shortly after defecting from the Soviet Union.

1964 Paul Taylor Dance Company performs.

1967    Harvey Lichtenstein is appointed president of the Academy; “Overnight,” says the New Yorker, “the somnolent Academy 
 became the country’s leading dance center.”

 Sarah Caldwell’s American National Opera Company opens with Lulu, Falstaff, and Tosca.

1968   Merce Cunningham Dance Company performs its first extended New York season.

  The Living Theatre, under   
 the direction of Julian Beck and  
 Judith Malina, returns from exile  
 in Europe to perform Mysteries  
 and Smaller Pieces, Antigone,  
 Paradise Now, and Frankenstein  
 in repertory. 

    The Chelsea Theater Center of  
 Robert Kalfin and Michael David  
 opens its first Brooklyn season.

     American Ballet Theatre 
 performs with guest artists 
            Carla Fracci and Erik Bruhn.

    Alvin Ailey American Dance  
 Theater performs.

1969   Twyla Tharp performs 
 Group Activities, which places  
 the audience onstage with 
 the dancers.

  The Polish Laboratory Theatre, directed by Jerzy Grotowski, performs The Constant Prince, Acropolis, and Apocalypsis Cum  
 Figuris; produced under the auspices of the Academy, off-site performances are held at the Washington Square Methodist  
 Church in Manhattan. 

   Robert Wilson makes his Academy debut with The Life and Times of Sigmund Freud.

1971    The St. Felix Street Corporation is created and the Academy of Music declares its independence from the Brooklyn Institute of  
 Arts and Sciences. 

   The Royal Shakespeare Company makes its Academy debut with A Midsummer Night’s Dream, directed by Peter Brook.

   The first Afro-Asian Festival includes performances from Cambodia, Senegal, Morocco, Iran, India, and Sierra Leone. 

   Steve Reich and Musicians perform. 

   Lukas Foss follows Siegfried Landau as conductor of the Brooklyn Philharmonia.

1973   The acronym BAM is introduced in place of the Brooklyn Academy of Music.

   BAM’s newly renovated ballroom is formally dedicated as the Lepercq Space, named after Paul Lepercq, chairman of the board.

   The Chelsea Theater Center revives Leonard Bernstein’s Candide in a production directed by Hal Prince that following its 
 BAM run moves to Broadway.
  
1974   BAM presents a four-month British Theater Season with productions from the Royal Shakespeare Company, the Actors 
 Company, and the Young Vic.

   The Tashi Quartet inaugurates the Chamber Music Series, produced by Scott Nickrenz.

1977    The BAM Theater Company presents its first production, Langdon Mitchell’s The New York Idea, featuring Rene Auberjonois,  
 Blythe Danner, Denholm Elliott, Margaret Hamilton, and Rosemary Harris.Top: Paul Robeson, Bulletin of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, 1931. Courtesy of BAM Hamm Archives Center. Bottom: President Franklin D. Roosevelt (featured), Academy of 

Music, 1940. Photo: John Tresilian. Opposite: School children in Opera House lobby, Performing Arts Program for Young People, ca. 1970. Photo courtesy of BAM Hamm Archives Center 



1977  A month before the fall season opens, a 30-inch city water main under Ashland Place bursts, causing severe flooding; 
 legendary actress Helen Hayes heads an emergency campaign to raise funds for the “big mop-up.”

 BAM presents the inaugural DanceAfrica, the country’s largest celebration of African American dance, created by Chuck Davis.

1978   The BAM Theater Company performs Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot with Michael Egan, Milo O’Shea, Austin Pendleton,   
 and Sam Waterston, its final production under the direction of Frank Dunlop.

 Four members of the Chelsea Theater Center remain at BAM and form the Dodger Theater, launching their season with 
 Barrie Keeffe’s Gimme Shelter, directed by Des McAnuff.

1979 The Comédie-Française performs Molière’s The Misanthrope and Feydeau’s A Flea in Her Ear.

  Karen Brooks Hopkins joins the BAM staff as development officer in the planning department.

1980  The BAM Theater Company is reestablished with an ambitious repertory season under the direction of Royal Shakespeare   
 Company veteran David Jones. 

1981  The Next Wave series debuts with the Trisha Brown, Laura Dean, and Lucinda Childs dance companies and Philip Glass’  
 opera Satyagraha.

1982  The Brooklyn Philharmonia is renamed the Brooklyn Philharmonic.

1983  Laurie Anderson makes her BAM debut with United States: Parts I–IV in the second season of the Next Wave series.

 The Next Wave series is expanded as the Next Wave Festival; Joseph V. Melillo joins BAM as producing director of the festival.

 The Next Wave Festival is launched with The Photographer / Far from the Truth, a Philip Glass, Robert Coe, JoAnne Akalaitis,   
 David Gordon, Jennifer Tipton, and Santo Loquasto collaboration. 

1983   BAMart begins with the inaugural season of the Next Wave Festival; visual artist Roy Lichtenstein is commissioned to 
 create an image for the festival poster and journal. 

 The Gospel at Colonus, Lee Breuer and Bob Telson’s synthesis of Sophocles and soul, opens at BAM and later wins an OBIE Award.

1984    Pina Bausch’s Tanztheater Wuppertal makes its BAM debut with a program comprised of The Rite of Spring, 1980, 
 Café Müller, and Bluebeard.

       Bill T. Jones / Arnie Zane & Company performs Secret Pastures, an interdisciplinary work created with composer Peter Gordon,  
 visual artist Keith Haring, and fashion designer Willi Smith.  

             BAM revives Philip Glass and Robert Wilson’s Einstein on the Beach during the second season of the Next Wave Festival.

1985   Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch returns in a Next Wave engagement with a program that includes Arien, Kontakthof, and  
 The Seven Deadly Sins.

1986   Central Ballet of China performs in its first American tour.

          Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker makes her BAM debut with Rosas Danst Rosas.

        Kronos Quartet makes its first BAM appearance as part of the Next Wave.

        Robert Wilson’s the CIVIL warS: a tree is best measured when it is down: Act V—the Rome Section, with music by 
 Philip Glass, has its American premiere. 

1987 BAM produces its first Martin Luther King Jr. tribute in collaboration with the office of the Brooklyn borough president. 

 Twyla Tharp Dance presents a monthlong program of performances. 

  The BAM Majestic Theater is inaugurated with the English-language version of Peter Brook’s The Mahabharata, which runs  
 nine hours in length.

 John Adams, Alice Goodman, Peter Sellars, and Mark Morris collaborate on Nixon in China, which makes its New York debut  
 in a BAM co-commission with the Houston Grand Opera and the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. 

1988  Harvey Lichtenstein accepts a special Tony Award presented to BAM.  

 Ingmar Bergman, with the Royal Dramatic Theatre of Sweden, makes his American stage debut with a production of 
 Shakespeare’s Hamlet; performances are in Swedish with no translation. 

 Eiko & Koma perform Thirst, Tree.

1989 The Welsh National Opera makes its American debut with Peter Stein’s 
 production of Falstaff, inaugurating BAM Opera; Princess Diana—Her Royal   
 Highness the Princess of Wales—attends the opening night performance and   
 gala reception.
  
 651 (later 651 ARTS), taking its name from the Fulton Street address of the   
 BAM Majestic Theater, is launched to present events reflecting the cultural   
 diversity of Brooklyn while creating a broader market for its artists. 

 The American premiere of Jean-Baptiste Lully’s Atys, in association with 
 the Théâtre National de l’Opéra de Paris, features the BAM debut of 
 William Christie and Les Arts Florissants.

 The Next Wave celebrates and produces the 10th anniversary of New Music   
 America, featuring concerts by more than 100 composers at 23 venues    
 throughout New York City.

1990  BAM’s Performing Arts Program for Young People begins its 30th season of   
 dance, music, and theater for New York City’s school children.

  The Festival of Indonesia features dance, shadow puppetry, and gamelans.

 Mark Morris Dance Group performs L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato.
Above: The flooded Carey Playhouse (now the BAM Rose Cinemas), 1977. Photo courtesy of BAM Hamm Archives Center. Opposite: Next Wave poster by Roy Lichtenstein, 1983



 1990 Robert Lepage makes his BAM debut with Polygraph, a theatrical adaptation of a true crime and its aftermath told through a   
 series of interconnected stories created with Marie Brassard.  

1991     The Royal Dramatic Theatre of Sweden returns with three Bergman productions: Miss Julie, Long Day’s Journey into Night,  
  and A Doll’s House; performers include Pernilla August, Bibi Andersson, Erland Josephson, Lena Olin, and Peter Stormare. 

       BAM Opera presents the American premiere of The Death of Klinghoffer, a second collaboration by John Adams, 
            Alice Goodman, Peter Sellars, and Mark Morris.

             The Brooklyn Philharmonic Orchestra opens its season with Dennis Russell Davies as its principal conductor; Lukas Foss is   
 named conductor laureate.

1992     Ian McKellen performs in Shakespeare’s Richard III with the Royal National Theatre of Great Britain.

             BAM presents the New York debut of Ariane Mnouchkine with Les Atrides at the Park Slope Armory in Brooklyn.

             American debut of The Hard Nut, the Mark Morris version of The Nutcracker. 

1992     At a celebratory event marking Harvey Lichtenstein’s 25th season, the    
             Campaign for BAM is introduced with $10.5 million pledged toward the 
             institution’s first endowment fund; Richard B. Fisher serves as the fund’s 
             inaugural chair.

1993     Philip Glass’ presentation of Orphée begins a trilogy of music-theater pieces 
             exploring Jean Cocteau’s work.

        American premiere of The Black Rider from Robert Wilson, Tom Waits, and 
             William S. Burroughs. 

1994     Next Wave opens with Radical Graham, a retrospective look at the work of     
             Martha Graham on the 100th anniversary of her birth.

        The Nederlands Dans Theater presents a program with three 
        separate companies.

        The Maly Drama Theatre of St. Petersburg makes its BAM debut 
             with Gaudeamus.

        Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch performs Two Cigarettes in the Dark.

        The renamed Bill. T. Jones / Arnie Zane Dance Company performs 
             Still/Here, which deals with terminal illness, and sets off a vigorous 
             international debate about so-called victim art. 

1995     The Kirov Opera performs The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh, 
             featuring the BAM debut of Valery Gergiev. 

          The Royal Dramatic Theatre of Sweden returns as part of a citywide 
             Ingmar Bergman Festival with more than 350 events; Karen Brooks Hopkins  
             acts as executive producer.

1996     Robert Spano joins the Brooklyn Philharmonic as music director.

 BAM pitches its tent in Battery Park City and presents the French equestrian theater troupe Zingaro—with its 26-horse 
 ensemble—in Chimère. 

 Trisha Brown dances in Post Modern and Beyond, a retrospective of her career.

 Sankai Juku makes its BAM debut with Yuragi: In a Space of Perpetual Motion.

 Robert Lepage returns to BAM with The Seven Streams of the River Ota.

 BAM presents The Harlem Nutcracker, with music by Tchaikovsky as arranged by Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn, with   
 David Berger, and choreography by Donald Byrd. 

1997     BAMcafé opens in the Lepercq Space. 

             DanceAfrica celebrates its 20th 
             anniversary and launches the       
             DanceAfrica Education Program in 
             partnership with the Bedford 
             Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation.

             Jonathan Miller directs Bach’s 
             St. Matthew Passion. 

1998     BAM completes the conversion of the 
             Carey Playhouse to the BAM Rose 
             Cinemas, opening the country’s first 
             multiplex cinema in a performing 
             arts center.  

 The Moscow Art Theater performs Chekhov’s The Three Sisters.

 The Royal Shakespeare Company in its first American residency presents five productions in repertory. 

             William Forsythe and Ballett Frankfurt present the American premiere of EIDOS:TELOS.

1999 The Almeida Theatre Company performs Racine’s Phédre and Britannicus in repertory, featuring Diana Rigg.

        Harvey Lichtenstein retires and is succeeded by Karen Brooks Hopkins as president and Joseph V. Melillo as 
 executive producer. 

  The BAM Majestic Theater is renamed the BAM Harvey Theater in honor of Harvey Lichtenstein and in conjunction with an  
 endowment gift from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation. 

 Laurie Anderson opens the Next Wave with her performance of Songs and Stories from Moby Dick. 

 BAMcafé Live is launched in the Lepercq Space, programming live music and spoken word.

2000 Ralph Fiennes is featured in the Almeida Theatre Company productions of Shakespeare’s Richard II and Coriolanus.

 Ratan Thiyam’s Chorus Repertory Theatre of Manipur performs Uttar-Priyadarshi.

2001 BAM presents two productions of Hamlet in the same season: one adapted 
 and directed by Peter Brook, the other by the Royal National Theatre, directed  
 by John Caird.

      White Oak Dance Project performs in PastForward, a program by pioneering  
 Judson Church choreographers featuring Mikhail Baryshnikov.

     Company B Belvoir performs Cloudstreet as part of Next Wave Down Under, 
          a mini-festival of Australian performance including over 100 artists; all 
          performances go forward despite the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center.

 Rosas performs Drumming, with music by Steve Reich and choreography by  
 Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker.

2002  Restoration of BAM’s facade at 30 Lafayette Avenue begins; CandyBAM,  
 visual artist Vik Muniz’s gingerbread house, wraps the building. 

 Israel’s Batsheva Dance Company performs Ohad Naharin’s Naharin’s Virus.

  BAM Opera presents all three Monteverdi operas with each production by  
 a different ensemble: Les Arts Florissants and the Aix-en-Provence European  
 Academy of Music, the Dutch National Opera and Les Talens Lyriques, and the 
 Chicago Opera Theater.

 Fiona Shaw plays the title role of Euripides’ Medea, directed by Deborah Warner;  
 following its BAM run, the Abbey Theatre production moves to Broadway.

Above: 20th Anniversary Celebration of DanceAfrica, 1997. Photo: Dan Rest. Opposite, top: Karen Brooks Hopkins, Harvey Lichtenstein, and Joseph V. Melillo. 

Photo: Timothy Greenfield-Sanders. Opposite, bottom: BAMcafé Live. Photo courtesy of BAM Hamm Archives Center



2003 The Royal National Theatre / Market Theatre of Johannesburg production of The Island, originally directed by Athol Fugard,   
 features John Kani and Winston Ntshona. 

 William Christie conducts Les Arts Florissants in the Paris National Opera production of Rameau’s Les Boréades, directed by   
 Robert Carsen. 

 Merce Cunningham Dance Company performs the world premiere of Split Sides to live music performed by Radiohead 
 and Sigur Rós.

2004   Propeller’s first appearance at BAM with an all-male production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, directed by Edward Hall. 

 Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul, featuring Maggie Gyllenhaal and Linda Emond, fills the Harvey Theater for three weeks.

 Ralph Lemon performs Come home Charley Patton, the final part of his Geography Trilogy. 

2005     BAM completes renovations on the facade of its 30 Lafayette Avenue building and names the facility in honor of philanthropist   
 Peter Jay Sharp, recognizing a $20 million gift from the Peter Jay Sharp Foundation. 

             Eat, Drink & Be Literary begins its first season in partnership with the National 
             Book Foundation in BAMcafé.

        Vanessa Redgrave plays the title role in the Royal Shakespeare Company production     
             of Euripides’ Hecuba.
 
        BAM president Karen Brooks Hopkins celebrates 25 years of service to the institution.

             Isabelle Huppert performs in Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychose.

             James Thiérrée, with La Compagnie du Hanneton, makes his BAM debut with 
             Bright Abyss.

2006     BAM presents two radically different productions of Hedda Gabler: one by the 
             Sydney Theatre Company with Cate Blanchett, directed by Robyn Nevin, and one by       
             the Schaubühne am Lehniner Platz Berlin, directed by Thomas Ostermeier.

            Robert Redford inaugurates Sundance Institute at BAM, a new partnership featuring   
             cutting-edge independent films, readings, concerts, and talks.

           BAM celebrates Steve Reich @ 70, which includes choreography by Anne Teresa 
             De Keersmaeker and Akram Khan.

          BAM presents the 51st (dream) state, a soul-searching investigation of post–9/11   
             America, created by poet Sekou Sundiata. 

2007     Metropolitan Opera: Live in HD begins screening high-definition live satellite feeds of Met Opera performances in 
 BAM Rose Cinemas with Gounod’s Roméo et Juliette. 

 Visual artist William Kentridge directs his interpretation of Mozart’s The Magic Flute.

 DanceAfrica celebrates its 30th anniversary.

 The Royal Shakespeare Company returns with Ian McKellen in Shakespeare’s King Lear and Chekhov’s The Seagull.

 The 25th Next Wave Festival opens with Wild Cursive, choreographed by Lin Hwai-min and performed by Cloud Gate Dance   
 Theatre of Taiwan. 

 The BAM Endowment reaches $72 million. 

2008     BAM presents the National Theatre of Great Britain’s production of Samuel Beckett’s Happy Days with Fiona Shaw. 

             BAMkids Film Festival celebrates its 10th anniversary.

 Patrick Stewart plays the title role of Shakespeare’s Macbeth in a Chichester Festival Theatre production directed by 
 Rupert Goold; following its BAM run, the production moves to Broadway.

             Paul Simon performs in three BAM-produced concert  engagements in a monthlong residency billed as 
 Love in Hard Times: The Music of Paul Simon.

2008 Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater returns to BAM 
 with programs of new and classic works celebrating its 
 50th anniversary.

2009 BAM launches The Bridge Project, a transatlantic partnership  
 with the Old Vic Theatre and London’s Neal Street Productions;  
 The Bridge Project opens at BAM with productions of Chekhov’s  
 The Cherry Orchard and Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale,  
 directed by Sam Mendes, before touring venues around 
 the globe.

 BAM celebrates Merce Cunningham’s 90th birthday with  
 Nearly Ninety, performed by the Merce Cuningham 
 Dance Company.

 BAM presents Muslim Voices: Arts & Ideas with the Asia Society,  
 New York University’s Center for Dialogues, and other supporting 
 and media partners, highlighting the rich diversity of the  
 Islamic world through performances and events throughout 
 New York City, featuring artists like Youssou N’Dour and  
 Sulayman Al-Bassam.

 Cate Blanchett defines the role of Blanche DuBois in the Sydney  
 Theatre Company’s production of Tennessee Williams’s 
 A Streetcar Named Desire, directed by Liv Ullmann.

 BAM celebrates executive producer Joseph V. Melillo’s 25 years of service to artists and audiences.

2010 BAM breaks ground on the BAM Richard B. Fisher Building, named in his honor by his widow, Jeanne Donovan Fisher, 
 with substantial support from New York City; the arts and community center is the first addition to the BAM campus   
 since the Majestic Theater (now the BAM Harvey Theater).

 The inaugural BAM Opera Festival explores the work and milieu of composer Henry Purcell in a program of operas, concerts,  
 and other events selected by guest curator William Christie.

 Alexei Ratmansky creates a new version of The Nutcracker for American Ballet Theatre’s five-year seasonal residency at BAM.

 DanceMotion USA, a program of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the US Department of State produced by  
 BAM, showcases contemporary American dance abroad; the first tours feature Evidence, ODC/Dance, and Urban Bush Women.

 BAM begins development of the Hamm Archives Center in a new facility adjacent to the Harvey Theater, providing a 
 permanent home for its archival collection.

2011 The Spring Season includes six US premieres with performances by Lindsay Duncan, Derek Jacobi, Alan Rickman, 
 Geoffrey Rush, and Fiona Shaw.

Alicia Alonso’s Ballet Nacional de Cuba 
performs La Magia de la Danza as part 
of the citywide ¡Sí Cuba! Festival.

BAM’s 150th Anniversary celebration 
begins with the restaging of the land-
mark production of Jean-Baptiste Lully’s 
Atys, conducted by William Christie.

Opposite: Michael Greenberg, moderator, and Chimamanda 

Ngozi Adichie, featured author, at Eat, Drink & Be Literary, 2011. 
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